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Location          Page

5th Ave/Channel Gardens
A  Oracle Sculpture  1, 8, 35

45 Rock Entrance
B  Fifth Avenue Lightbox  9
C  Fifth Avenue Lightbox  10

45 Rock Lobby
D  Vitrine—West Window  11
E  Vitrine—Center Window  12
F  Vitrine—East Window  13

30 Rock Lobby
I  Mural  19
J  Mural  19
K  Mural  20
L  Mural  21

30 Rock Mezzanine
M  Mural  22
N  Mural  24
O  Mural  26

Mezzanine not pictured on maps

10 Rock Lobby
P  Mural  27
Q  Mural  27

Rockefeller Plaza
R  Seigaiha Flags  40
Art in Focus Installation Guide
Concourse Level Map

Location
45 Rock Concourse
G  Corridor Murals  14-17
30 Rock Concourse
H  Mural  18